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Abstract—Number of research papers have been published in recent years which demonstrate how data received from sensors can be used for context aware computing. Also due the fact that nowadays smartphones come equipped with many motion sensors, people have begun developing interesting mobile applications that do automatic context aware computing. In this paper we discuss how data sensed from smartphone’s motion sensors like accelerometer and gyroscope, can be used to predict user’s motion type like cycling, walking, driving car and travelling in train, and furthermore do automatic motion profiling like putting the phone on vibrate mode or opening an application etc. First of all, we compared performance of various algorithms like Random Forest, J48, REPTree, Naïve Bayes, Rotation Forest (ensemble method) etc. while classifying motion types. Secondly, we pointed out the challenges faced when using only two sensors (i.e. accelerometer & gyroscope) to predict motion type and also when an identical motion type exists in data set like walking and cycling. Thirdly, we proposed a technique that makes use of an additional sensor GPS & google maps along with accelerometer & gyroscope to correct wrong predictions made by classifying algorithm to further improve the existing model with aim to deploy it for practical situation. This technique is based on usage of speed and location parameters that logically corrects wrong classes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, context aware computing has been on boom due to evolution in electronic gadgets such as smartphones and smart-watches. In addition to their basic functionality, these gadgets are nowadays embedded with many other sensors like accelerometer, gyroscope, compass, magnetometer, GPS, UV, SpO2, pedometer, barometer etc which were earlier available only in dedicated equipments. Moreover this SoC has a benefit that allows us to simultaneously control and sense these sensors with OS such as Android or Apple iOS with ease. Due to this advantage context aware computing has become significantly easier to implement in practical use as these gadgets are carried by people almost always. This opens a whole new dimension of exploiting possibilities from these exciting gadgets that can improve our lifestyle in terms of convenience, security or healthcare/fitness applications. In this paper we discuss how data from accelerometer & gyroscope sensor of smartphone is used to detect user’s motion type and do motion profiling such as automatically enabling GPS while driving car or putting phone on vibrate mode while walking etc. The comparison of various algorithms also explores the limitation with two sensor (i.e. accelerometer and gyroscope) based model. Section II & III of this paper explains the process of data sensing from sensors and gives rough idea of the working principle. Section IV and V gives detailed analysis of result obtained and proposes solutions to the problems and limiting factors in the model.

II. DATA COLLECTION

Prior to recognition of motion type, data from accelerometer and gyroscope is recorded simultaneously at a sampling rate of 0.1 second. The data sampled from accelerometer and gyroscope is in form of x, y and z axis. In this research paper we have considered use of magnitude computed of x, y and z axis rather than analyzing each axis data individually. In our preliminary testing, while recording data for each motion type we realized that when user dynamically changed his orientation of smartphones while changing direction of walking, there were unwanted fluctuation in each axis of accelerometer and gyroscope. To counteract this problem we computed magnitude instead of data samples from individual axis which gave stable reading even while changing orientation.

We defined magnitude of accelerometer and gyroscope sensor as follows

\[ \text{Magnitude (m)} = \sqrt{V_{x,s}^2 + V_{y,s}^2 + V_{z,s}^2} \]

Structure of Data set Dsm is:

\[ <t, V_{x,s}, V_{y,s}, V_{z,s}> \]

where ‘t’ is time stamp of the sample and \( V_{x,s}, V_{y,s}, V_{z,s}\) are the values of sensor s on the x, y and z axes, This idea is mainly inspired by research in [1] [4] and [5]. Fig 1(a) shows the accelerometer value for cycling of all three axis, while Fig 1(b) shows the magnitude value of Fig 1(a) that is cycling and Fig 1(c) shows magnitude value for driving car.

Even from the naked eye looking at this raw data, we can see that there is visible difference between the pattern for walking and driving. Same thing is applicable for other classes.
FIGURE 1(A) ACCELEROMETER READINGS (CYCLING)

FIGURE 1(B) ACCELEROMETER MAGNITUDE (CYCLING)

FIGURE 1(C) ACCELEROMETER MAGNITUDE (DRIVING)

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION

Post Collecting Data from sensors we extract features that discriminate between different classes of motion types. We collect four attributes \{min, max, avg and std\}, that is minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation of the magnitude of the sensor under consideration. For different motion types these attributes exhibit different behavior and hence they can be discriminated. A feature set for accelerometer sensor can be given as follows:

\[ F_A = \{\text{min}(A); \text{max}(A); \text{avg}(A); \text{std}(A)\} \]

Similarly for gyroscope sensor it can be given as follows:

\[ F_G = \{\text{min}(G); \text{max}(G); \text{avg}(G); \text{std}(G)\} \]

By combined use of feature set from both accelerometer and gyroscope, significant improvement in accuracy of motion type is noticed. The combined feature set can be given as follows

\[ F_{AG} = F_A \cup F_G \]

IV. DATA CLASSIFICATION

Here, different classifying algorithms are used to learn pattern and identify the current motion type like walking, running, driving, cycling etc. In our research we considered four motion types walking, cycling, driving car and travelling in train. Our main emphasis was on ‘cycling’ where the motion type resembles quite a lot to walking but yet so different.

Of all the sports activity like jogging, running, swimming etc. ‘cycling’ is the only activity where impact collision does not exist. This is due to the fact cycling involves continuous movement of legs without any jerkiness and hence it is known as non-collision activity/sport. Inclusion of cycling activity was done on purpose as it is a popular motion type but moreover, it was the curiosity to know how Naïve Bayes algorithm performed for cycling with and without walking. In [1], although Naïve Bayes had overall low accuracy, it peaked in classifying walking motion type even bettering Random Forest algorithm which had best overall accuracy.

A motion type classifier learns the pattern and features from a training set as mentioned above in Feature Extraction section and also takes a set of features from a sequence provided and produces output in form of motion type. In research paper [1] mainly three algorithms were analyzed which were Support Vector Machines, Naïve Bayes and Random Forest. They were used to classify three motion types which were walking, driving car and travelling in train. We analyzed various other algorithms like Rotation Forest, J48, Classification Via Regression, Attribute Selected Classifier etc, over four motion types including cycling, driving in car and travelling in train. For evaluation of different algorithms we used a machine learning software WEKA. The data we collected was formatted into ‘.ARFF’ file which is acronym for Attribute Relation File Format’ as WEKA only accepts .ARFF format. As we discussed about differences in extracted feature for different motion types, based upon it WEKA classifies motion types using the algorithm under test. In our testing we recorded data samples for walking, cycling, driving car and travelling in train, each activity with at least over 1 hour recording.

A. Comparison of Algorithms

In CASE 1 we created data set comprising all four motion types(i.e. walking, cycling, driving and travelling in train) and predicted the motion type by using various algorithms. In CASE 2 and CASE 3 we did classification amongst only
three motion types, swapping walking and cycling in each case, the former being simulation of situation as in [1].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random Forest</th>
<th>Naïve Bayes</th>
<th>J48</th>
<th>REPTree</th>
<th>Classification Via Regression</th>
<th>Rotation Forest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>70.50 %</td>
<td>69.90 %</td>
<td>72.60 %</td>
<td>73.60 %</td>
<td>75.50 %</td>
<td>72.50 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle</td>
<td>74.90 %</td>
<td>82.80 %</td>
<td>80.10 %</td>
<td>78.50 %</td>
<td>80.10 %</td>
<td>80.30 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>90.80 %</td>
<td>97.90 %</td>
<td>93.90 %</td>
<td>93.40 %</td>
<td>93.40 %</td>
<td>93.40 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>84.00 %</td>
<td>86.10 %</td>
<td>82.90 %</td>
<td>83.20 %</td>
<td>83.20 %</td>
<td>89.70 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>79.11 %</td>
<td>77.98 %</td>
<td>81.82 %</td>
<td>81.54 %</td>
<td>82.05 %</td>
<td>81.86 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I (CASE 1) COMPARISON OF ALGORITHM FOR ALL FOUR MOTION TYPES**

In CASE 1 where all four motion types are considered, we can notice that the overall accuracy of all algorithms considered was quite low in comparison to CASE 2 & 3 where cycling and walking were excluded. The confusion matrix suggested that most of the errors in classification occurred in CASE 1 was due to confusion between walking and cycling which had a bit similar motion pattern. As the number of motion types were increased, the overall accuracy decreased. Of all the algorithms considered, classifier ensemble method ‘Rotation Forest’ performed best in almost all cases with different set of motion types as in CASE 1,2,3 or other sets comprising only cycle and car etc. The most notable point about Naïve Bayes was that it performed well in classifying walking and cycling as in CASE 2 and CASE 3, but it took a steep fall when both walking and cycling were paired together as in CASE 1. Naïve Bayes ended up piling walking instances as cycling which shows its highly unreliable nature when several motion types are put together especially identical ones. Although all algorithms were affected in situations like this but Naïve Bayes was most vulnerable of all. To counteract this problem we proposed a technique which makes use of an additional sensor like GPS and Google Maps along with accelerometer and gyroscope.

**B. GPS & Google Maps**

GPS (Global Positioning System) and Google Maps provide real time information about user’s current speed and location in terms of latitude, longitude and altitude. The location accuracy may slightly deviate from the real location by ±30-35 meters at max, which is good enough to fulfil our goal. The ‘speed’ and ‘location’ parameters are additional discriminating factors that may help us logically classify motion types. Combining this quality with the result obtained from accelerometer and gyroscope we can greatly decrease the classification errors and increase accuracy with ease. The next section elaborates our proposed method and its working and how its output may be used for motion profiling.

**V. ERROR CORRECTION LOGIC**

As mentioned in the above sections about the problem in classification of motion types with identical pattern, we demonstrate here how the predicted classes by algorithms can be corrected by applying simple logic which uses speed and location parameters. This is basically post processing of the result obtained from algorithms which is then used to do motion profiling. Following is the graphical representation of our error correction logic.

**FIGURE 2(A) ERROR CORRECTION LOGIC**

The column in the red box on left hand side is the output of classifier and the column right next to it is the actual class of instance in the first and second column. The logic is as follows: For e.g.

If the predicted class is walking and the speed at that instance is for example > 6 km/hr then the class is corrected to cycling as no average person would walk over 6 km/hr speed. Similarly if the speed is < 6 km/hr and prediction is ‘cycling’, it can be corrected to ‘walking’. Another logic to correct class may include location parameter where location is a discriminating factor like in case of train and car. For e.g.
If the predicted class is ‘car’ and if Google Map API suggests that the location at that instance was in the vicinity of railway tracks, the class can be corrected to ‘train’.

The new column in red box on right hand side is the correct result after post processing with the above logic. We can segment this column into small windows of 150 classes (which is equivalent to 15 second window) and label this window as a single class by majority voting. This is done since no user will change his motion type so rapidly within a span of 15 seconds. After labelling this 15 seconds window with a class we can instruct the android application to do motion profiling or take particular action based on the class.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed how above four motion types can be classified with the help of accelerometer and gyroscope of a smartphone, and also compared performance of various algorithms. Most importantly we highlighted the limitation of dependence on only accelerometer and gyroscope. To counteract the above, we proposed a technique that involves use of an additional sensor (i.e. GPS & Google Maps), that may significantly improve the model’s accuracy. Future Work Plan: Development of an android application to implement the model on android based smartphone and also study the effect of our error correction logic in practical use.
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